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MACRO UPDATE: US, GREECE 

FED SIGNALS MID-2015 RATE HIKES. 

Amid a rapidly growing economy facing a new boost from cheaper oil, US rate setters finally dropped the "considerable 

time" language from their post-meeting statement yesterday, instead preferring to say they would be 'patient in beginning to 

normalise' interest rates. Yellen, in her press conference after the meeting, said rate hikes were off-the-table for at least the 

next two meetings, meaning April next year is the first feasible date for a hike. Rate setters seemed keen to look through the 

temporary disinflationary effects of falling oil prices and focus on growth and the improving labour market. Still, with the oil 

price rout likely to drag inflation down materially, we expect the Fed to remain patient until the summer. We look for a 

September hike, although the risks of an earlier move increased with this upbeat statement from the Fed. 

 

Slower hikes after lift-off. Softening the slightly more hawkish language were new forecasts from the Fed for growth, infla-

tion, unemployment and interest rates. Board members now expect to raise rates more gradually. Patience, it seems, extends 

beyond the lift-off date for rates. The median member expects rates of 1.125% by end-2015, 25bp lower than they expected 

three months ago, and 2.5% by end-2016. They left their growth forecasts little changed, but expect unemployment to fall a 

little faster in 2015 and 2016. Importantly, they made little change to their forecasts for inflation excluding food and energy. 

 

Three dissenters. Plosser and Fisher dissented from the statement because they thought it wasn't hawkish enough, while 

Kocherlakota took the opposite view that lower oil prices raised the risk of inflation remaining too low for too long. The US 

outlook is strong, the labour market is flying, but cheap oil gives the Fed some wiggle room. We expect them to indeed be 

patient, raising rates for the first time next September. By then, unemployment should be approaching 5%, meaning that 

even if wage growth has not really taken off, there would be growing risks to waiting any longer. 

 

GREECE ON THE BRINK 

Greece’s parliament failed to elect a new president in the first round of voting last night. All 155 coalition MPs voted for the 

candidate Stavros Dimas, as did 5 independent MPs. But that fell far short of the necessary 200 votes out of 300 in this 

round and the second round, which will be held on 23 December. Crucially, the vote also fell 20 short of the 180 votes 

needed in the third round on 29 December. If parliament fails to elect a President in that vote, snap elections would have to 

be called. Last night’s rejection of the candidate was no surprise. Many parliamentarians who might eventually vote with the 

government will leave it to the last minute (ie. last round) in order to extract the maximum in political concessions. But the 

fact that only 5 voted with the government in the first round is a slight disappointment, given that many observers including 

ourselves had expected a slightly higher vote. It is too early to call the ultimate result: some independent MPs already sig-

nalled support for the government in the next round and government tactics such as presenting a different candidate might 

still change the picture and secure the necessary majority. But tensions in Greece and in financial markets are likely to rise 

towards 29 December after last night’s vote. 
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